Using Mal'cev's preiterative algebra (iterative algebra is not sound) we construct in the first time the natural classification of closed sets of functions in multi-valued logic: every closed set belongs only one class and the classes are disjoint. All contemporary papers construct only intersecting classes. We confirm Post's thesis that multi-valued logic does not contain anything special in compare with 2-valued logic. There are non-fictitious and fictitious closed sets. The number of non-fictitious closed sets is countable and the number of fictitious closed sets is continuum. This is natural since number of fictitious objects in every theory is very much in comparison with non-fictitious objects. Fictitious closed sets are useless for classification of functions of logic like fictitious variables are useless for calculation of function. Non-fictitious closed sets can have singleton bases. Any fictitious closed set is a join of non-fictitious closed sets and has only multi-membered basis. This is used for classification of closed sets. The class U 0 contains closed sets without basis. A class U m does not contain closed sets with (m − 1)-membered bases but contains closed sets with m-membered bases. All the classes are countable. The class U ω contains closed sets with infinite-membered bases. The class is continuum. We construct only the upper level of classification since fictitious closed sets need not have more levels. Only class U 1 of non-fictitious closed sets must have more detail classification. But contemporary papers deal with useless fictitious closed sets instead of very important non-fictitious.
Introduction
The theory of multi-valued logic was born in the works of Lukasiewicz [1] and Post [2] . Post built better theory of multi-valued logic but his work has remained in the background of Lukasiewicz work. In [3] Post advanced and substantiated the thesis that multi-valued logic does not contain anything special in comparison with two-valued logic. Our article is also devoted to the justification of this thesis.
A model of multi-valued logic is an algebra. Using the model we construct natural classification of closed sets of functions in multi-valued logic. Classes of the classification are disjoint. Existing classifications of functions and their closed sets [4] use intersecting classes.
The paper consists of 4 sections. Section 1 is Introduction.
Section 2 'Algebra of compositions (Post algebra)' provides Mal cev's definition of the algebra. Mal cev called the algebra preiterative Post algebra, we call the algebra just Post algebra (Post used preiterative algebra, iterative algebra is not sound). We give mathematically precise definitions of the primitives that are the main set of the algebra. These definitions are strong extension of Mal cev definitions.
Section 3 'Closed set of functions (subalgebras)' is dedicated to compositions of functions and to bases of closed sets of functions.
Section 4 'Non-fictitious and fictitious subalgebras' contains definitions of these algebras and their properties. Fictitious subalgebras are fictitious objects of Post algebra and must be excluded. Their number is continuum. But we construct a natural classification that includes fictitious subalgebras since any classification must contain all objects of a theory, as non-fictitious as fictitious.
Algebra of compositions (Post algebra)

Post preiterative algebra
Mal cev [5] gave the following definition of the algebra of compositions (Mal cev called the algebra Post preiterative 1 , we will briefly call it Post algebra but it could be called Mal cev algebra).
Definition 2.1.
where P k is the set of all k-valued everywhere defined functions, ζ , τ, 2 and * are primitive operations (primitives) under these functions. In accordance with the standard definition of algebras, P k is the main set of the algebra, ζ , τ, and * are the main operations of the algebra.
Primitives are operations that build all other operations. The formal definition of primitives will be given below. By informally, the primitive ζ generates a new function from P k by cyclic permutation of variables in an initial function: all variables of the initial function are shifted to left by one position with displacing the first variable to the end of list of variables. The primitive τ generates a new function by long permutation of the variables of an initial function: the first variable is last, the last variable is first. The primitive generates a new function by identifying two variables of an initial function. The primitive * generates a new function by substituting the first variable of one function by another function. All these primitives construct any compositions of functions.
1 In [6] Ivo Rosenberg marked 'Preiterative sets are slightly more general than clones'. In reality, the preiterative algebra is more general than the algebra of clones (Rosenberg used 'sets' instead of 'algebra'). Post used preiterative algebra. The iterative algebra is not sound [7] . 2 Mal cev denoted this operation by but this notation is very overload. The notation points that the deleted variable is last, see 2.4.
Sometimes the operation of adding a fictitious variable is considered as primitive. It is shown in [7] that this operation is not primitive since fictitious variables can be added by operation * .
Mal cev definitions are well for all k from 0 to ω inclusively. In particular, the algebra P 0 is empty since, by formula k k n for number of function of arity n, 0 0 n = 0 for every arity n. The algebra P 1 contains one function for every n.
The mathematically precise definitions of primitives will be given in the next subsections. These definitions are new. They are a very strong extension of given by Mal cev. In particular, Mal cev's definitions exclude constants. But constants are inseparable part of functions, their number equals k k 0 = k.
Operation of cyclic permutation ζ
This operation provides a cyclic permutation of the variables in the function. The cyclic permutation is an element of the symmetric group. We put a word f n i (x 1 , ..., x n ) to each symbol f n i in the next definition.
Definition 2.2.
The unary operation of cyclic permutation ζ is
The operation ζ is well for all elements of the main set, i.e. for all functions. The operation ζ is denoted by 1,...,n−1,n 2,..., n, 1 in the symmetric group. A functional value of f n 1 is a name of a function, the name is also the name of the table of this function.
The operation ζ locates the first variable-column of table f n 1 after n-th variable-column and then shifts all the variable-columns to the left. The operation renumbers variables of functions, too.
Operation of long permutation τ
This is one more operation of the symmetric group.
Definition 2.3.
The unary operation of long permutation τ provides permutation of the first and the last variables in functions:
The operation τ is denoted by 1,2,...,n−1,n n,2,...,n−1,1 in the symmetric group. This operation realizes permutation of the first and n-th variable-columns of a table f n 1 .
Using the operation ζ and τ one can get all elements of the symmetric group. In this group the element 1 ,...,n i 1 ,...,i n realizes renumbering variable x 1 to x i 1 . By analogy the other variables are renumbered. We will call the pair ζ and τ the permutation operation.
Mal cev defined short permutations but they do not apply to 1-ary functions directly.
Operation of long identification
This operation is an element of the monoid of permutations with repetitions.
Definition 2.4.
The unary operation of identification provides equality of two variables in a function:
This operation removes lines of a table f n , if they have different values in the first and in the last variablecolumns. As a result, the two columns become equal, the last variable-column becomes superfluous and is deleted. The arity of f n is decreased by 1. This is impossible for 1-ary non-fictitious functions since, after removing the unique variable-column, only one line in the table must be left (a constant has only one line in its table). It is not clear which line must be left. So we cannot decrease arity and the operation must not change the function. If a 1-ary function is fictitious then we can leave any line of the column since all lines equal. As result the function becomes a constant. So the operation is applied to all functions of the main set.
Mal cev defined short identifications. It does not apply to 1-ary functions directly and is wrong for fictitious 1-ary functions.
It will be shown that only the operation of identification allows to get constants from 1-ary functions. In particular, the Webb function generating all functions generates constants only through this operation.
The operation f n is denoted by 1,...,n−1,n 1,...,n−1,1 in the monoid of permutations with repetitions. The repetition is for 1. This notation emphasizes that a table f n has the last variable-column to be deleted. The notation 1,2,...,n n,2,...,n emphasizes that the first variable-column is removed. Generally 1,2,...,n−1,n 1,2,...,n−1,1 = 1,2,...,n−1,n n,2,...,n−1,n . Indeed, suppose that the table contains lines (010.0) and (101.1) (we put the point before a value of function and omit commas divided values of variables, so the first three digits are values of variables). If we delete the third variable-column at identification then we obtain a new table with the lines (01.0) and (10.1). But if we delete the first variable-column then we get the different table with the lines (01.1) and (10.0).
The operation deletes the last variable-column. We can delete the first variable-column if we permute the first and the last variable-columns.
Operation of substitution *
This operation is main in compositions.
Definition 2.5. 
This operation together with the operations ζ and τ realizes any substitution.
In accordance with the first definition of the operation * , the substitution of the first variable of a function f
. Therefore, the substitution of a constant into n-ary function creates an (n − 1)-ary function which all values equal the constant. This fact is reflected in the second definition of the operation * . But this definition does not apply to substitute a constant into a constant. The result of substitution of a constant into a constant is the latter constant. This is reflected in the last definition.
Consequently, a constant can be produced only if we substitute a function into a constant. This means that Webb function can not create all functions, if we use only the operation of substitution, since the function, which is not a constant, can not create any constant. But Webb function creates any 1-ary fictitious function and then the function creates a constant by applying the operations of identification.
The definitions of the operation and the previous three operations use natural numeration of variables in a function. A numeration is natural if a function f n contains only variables x 1 ,...,x m (m n) in any order, with repetitions but without gaps. This is one of properties of Post algebra. The clone algebra admits unnatural numerations.
Any natural numeration is used only in definitions to create temporary objects. Before definitions and after definitions functions f n have the natural order of variables from 1 to n. This allows to use f n instead of f n (x 1 , ..., x n ).
Closed sets of functions (subalgebras)
Compositions and closing
Using primitive operations, we can implement any composition.
Definition 3.1.
Operation of composition • is the result of application of any primitive operation to the functions f 1 :
Function f 1 is called generating function, f 2 is called generated.
For construction of a closed set, the operation of composition is applied repeatedly till the new function is not generated. So the next definition (and any definition too) is iterative. 
At the first step of iteration, [X 1 ] contains all functions of X 1 and compositions • of functions of X 1 . At the next step, [X 1 ] is added by all compositions • of its functions. And so on, until additions of functions is ended.
By definition, the closure of a set containing only constants is this set since all primitive operations do not change constants.
Subalgebras
Following Mal cev, we call closed sets of functions subalgebras.
Definition 3.3.
A subalgebra of the algebra is an algebra of compositions
where X is a set of functions. This set is called generating. The main set [X] is the closure of X. Members of generating set are called generating, too. Two subalgebras are equal if their main sets are equal. Members of the main set of a subalgebras are called members of the subalgebra. One subalgebra contains another subalgebra if the main set of the former subalgebra contains all members of the main set of the latter subalgebra. An intersection of subalgebras is the subalgebra if the intersection of main sets of these subalgebras is not empty.
A union of subalgebras may not be a subalgebra. But a union is a subalgebra if its functions generate only itself.
It is generally accepted to identify subalgebras and their main sets. Therefore we call closed sets subalgebras.
The equality of two subalgebras means these subalgebras are different denotation of the same mathematical object that is a subalgebra with a main set X = [X]. But we will choose one of these subalgebras such that X is a set with minimal number of minimal generating functions (on minimal functions see the next subsection).
Bases of subalgebras
Every infinite subalgebra has the continuum number of generating sets. So it is generally accepted to use generating sets, which are bases.
Definition 3.4.
A set of functions generating a subalgebra is a basis, if any proper subset of the set does not generate this subalgebra.
Almost every infinite subalgebra has the countable number of bases. As a rule, this number becomes finite if we use simple bases [8] .
Definition 3.5.
A basis is called simple, if any identification of variables in its functions does not create a new basis.
If an infinite subalgebra has a singleton basis then the number of its singleton bases is usually infinite. The number of simple singleton bases is finite but there is a unique minimal basis.
Definition 3.6.
A singleton basis is called minimal if its function has the minimal arity and has the minimal number that is contents of function-column in scale k whenever we read the column from top to down (for example, the 1-ary function with values (2, 1, 0) for values of variables (0, 1, 2) has the number 9 · 2 + 3 · 1 + 1 · 0 = 21).
Non-fictitious and fictitious subalgebras
Definitions
A subalgebra can have several bases, among which may be a singleton basis. Fictitious algebras have the next property.
Theorem 4.1.
A fictitious subalgebra is a union of non-fictitious subalgebras.
Proof. Suppose that a fictitious subalgebra is not a union of non-fictitious subalgebras. Therefore, after removing of non-fictitious subalgebras the subalgebra becomes a non-empty set. Any function of this set generates a subalgebra that is non-fictitious. This contradicts the assumption that all the non-fictitious subalgebras are removed. This contradiction proves the theorem.
So we can give one more definition of fictitious subalgebras.
Definition 4.2.
Subalgebras are fictitious if they become empty after deleting subalgebras contained in them.
We will show in the next section why fictitious subalgebras have this name.
Classes of functions
The main problem of any theory is classification of its objects by using their properties given by theorems of the theory. And every object of a theory must belong only to one class.
Objects of Post algebra are closed sets of functions (subalgebras). So the main problem of the algebra is a classification of the sets. But the classification of closed sets of functions uses the classification of functions.
Definition 4.3.
A class of functions of a subalgebra is a set remained after deleting all subalgebras of the subalgebra.
A class of functions of a fictitious subalgebra is empty. A class of functions of a non-fictitious subalgebra is not empty. Further we will name non-empty classes of functions just classes.
Theorem 4.2.
Any function of a class generates its subalgebra.
Proof. Any function generates a subalgebra. By definition of classes, a function of a class can generate only its subalgebra. Proof. Since any function of a class generates only its subalgebra then the function can not belong to a class of another subalgebra.
Thus, every function belongs only to one class. So we have the classification of functions. But any classification has no empty classes. This means that fictitious subalgebras are useless for classification of functions like fictitious variables are useless for calculation of functions.
Fictitious objects are useless in any theory. But any classification must include all objects of theory. So we must construct classification of all closed sets.
Subalgebra without bases and subalgebras with infinite basis
The next two theorems formulate the conditions under which such subalgebras exist.
Theorem 4.3.
Let any subalgebra of a sequence of non-fictitious subalgebras contain the previous subalgebra. If a subalgebra is the upper limit of the sequence then the subalgebra has no basis.
Proof. Let a subalgebra X be the upper limit of the sequence (X 1 ⊂ X 2 ⊂ ...). Then a minimal basis of a X i generates any X j with j i but cannot generate any X j with j > i. So the set X 0 of minimal bases of all X i generates X. And any infinite subset of X 0 generates X, too. This means that X has no basic since, by definition of bases, any subset of a basis cannot be basis.
This theorem states that a subalgebra without basis may be exists. The example of a subalgebra without basis was given in [9] for k 3. This means that a subalgebra without basis exists (the subalgebra does not exist for k < 3). But all the subalgebras are fictitious.
Theorem 4.4.
Let a union of any two subalgebras of a sequence of non-fictitious subalgebras be subalgebra. Then the union of all subalgebras of the sequence is a subalgebra and the subalgebra has infinite basis.
Proof. Let X be the union of all subalgebras of the sequence. Then X is a subalgebra since all its functions generate only functions of X. Then the set of minimal bases of all subalgebras of the sequence generates X but any proper subset of the set does not generates X. This means that X has infinite basis.
The subalgebra X exists for k 3 as it follows from [9] . Then P k contains continuum of subalgebras for k 3 since any subset of the X is subalgebra but X has continuum of subsets. The X and all its subsets (except singletons) are fictitious.
So the set of all non-fictitious subalgebras of P k (k 1) is countable and the set of all fictitious subalgebras is continuum (k 3, [9] ). This is not refute Post's thesis that many-valued logic has no particular properties in comparison with 2-valued logic since the thesis means only non-fictitious objects. In almost every theory the number of fictitious objects is infinitely more than the number of non-fictitious objects. For example, one non-fictitious function has infinite more its fictitious functions getting by addition of fictitious variables.
Classification of closed sets of functions
Fictitious objects are not used in applied mathematics, in particular, applied mathematics does not use fictitious functions and fictitious subalgebras. But any classification of objects of a theory must use all objects including fictitious.
Any classification has several levels. But classification of fictitious objects needs not have several levels 4 . So we will construct only the highest level of classes.
It is more natural to classify fictitious subalgebras by using the number of members in bases since the minimal number of contained non-fictitious subalgebras in a subalgebra may sometimes be more than the minimal number of members in bases. We will denote classes by U m , where m is the minimal number of members in bases.
